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Design is becoming a real force in the world. Nowadays, design-trained people have
gained access to a very broad range of professions, and together they wield enor-
mous inﬂuence from positions in senior management, government, and academia
(e.g., two Asian cities with populations in the millions have mayors with a back-
ground in design). This is clearly a great success, not only for the individuals
concerned, but also as a testament to the quality of design practices and the
relevance of design education in contemporary society. But there is something
paradoxical about this development, too: highly successful people have moved out
of the domain of “design” proper (to become “mayor,” etc.), ostensibly indicating
that the growing inﬂuence of design seems to be traveling beyond the conﬁnes of
traditional (parent) design disciplines. Similarly, a growing number of non-
designers are successfully picking up and using design practices to solve problems
right across society.1
This phenomenon is worth deeper consideration. Which design practices are
so relevant to the problems of today’s society? How do these design practices spread
across society? Should what design-trained people do outside the domain still be
considered design—even if their jobs do not have “design” in the title? Which
design practices can be picked up and applied by non-designers? What do these
developments mean for the future of design practice, the design professions and
design education, when the “design” ﬁeld of operation is so radically expanding?
To answer these questions, ﬁrst we will need to understand different ways in
which design practices can spread from one discipline to the other, and how such
practices come to be adopted and adapted in the context of other professional
arenas. Then we will take a step back, and ponder the nature of design thinking.
This will help us understand the value of design practices, and see why design
approaches and practices are now being picked up so avidly as an alternative to
conventional types of problem solving. In doing this, we will have to look beyond
the skills and abilities used in conventional design practice, and beyond what
designers have in common (as this could land us with the lowest common de-
nominator). Thus, in this paper, I have chosen to take the core reasoning process
that underlies design (abduction) as a starting point that leads us to concentrate on
the corresponding design practice of problem framing. I will then model the
practice of frame creation in detail, and through an example, will show how this
practice allows non-design practitioners to approach today’s open, complex, dy-
namic, networked problems in new and fruitful ways. I will then go on to argue
that the practice of frame creation is still part and parcel of design, and explore
how we can develop design into an expanded ﬁeld of practice.The Spreading of Design Practices: Adopting and Adapting
How does a profession spread, how do its practices jump to other disciplines and
parts of society? Basically, we can distinguish two processes: (1) When practices,
techniques and methods are picked up and applied without substantial change (or
much thought), we can talk about them being adopted by a practitioner in another
ﬁeld. Their adoption typically does not raise any new discussion or instigate devel-
opment in the ‘parent’ ﬁeld. (2) When core principles are transposed to other ﬁelds
by practitioners abstracting from everyday design practices and connecting these
fundamentals to the corresponding needs in the target ﬁeld, the actor must delve
much more deeply into the practices, and adapt this understanding to the new use
context.2
A good example of both these processes can be found in the context of the
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24Innovation double degree program, launched in 2014.3 At one point during its
development, a staff member from the Design School at the University of Technol-
ogy Sydneywanted to discuss an exchange of practiceswith the LawFaculty.The Law
department representative expressed great interest in certain practices fromDesign.
She framed her question by explaining that currently, Law is almost always behind
the times: a new technical development emerges, and the Law profession focuses on
related infringements only after they appear in court theﬁrst time (with somenoted
exceptions, e.g., speculative law centers at some universities). Such court cases thus
tend to be lengthy and very expensive, are only affordable by big corporations and
hold up innovation and progress in society inadvertently. So the Law department
was interested in adopting certain techniques that designers use to ‘look ahead’
(scenariomethods, technology roadmaps, forecasting/backcasting, etc.). Conversely,
the Design representative sought to learn from the Law ﬁeld how it deals with
precedent—after all, court cases are kept and archived as situated knowledge so that
when the need arises, an earlier judgment can be retrieved, and the old context in
which it arose can be compared with the current court case. A subtle language has
been built up to accompany this interpretation—consequently, case-related dis-
cussions often focus on the appropriateness of the precedents used to support an
argument, rather thanon the details of the case at hand.This is inmarked contrast to
the ﬁeld of Design, which seems to have no systematic way of dealing with memory
at all: when designing for a current problem a designer might try to use an earlier
design instance for inspiration, but there is no system that consistently identiﬁes the
most appropriate design precedents, including contextual information needed to
understand why each was deemed a success in its time. Thus Design as a ﬁeld might
learn from Law in this instance—but not by simply adopting legal practices; these
would have to be radically adapted to ﬁt into a design framework.
When such adaptation of a practice happens at a deeper level, the process
could end up inﬂuencing both domains: the novel adaptation can exert inﬂuence
on the ‘parent’ discipline as well. In the example above, the newly developed
design practice used to deal with precedents could give rise to new developments
in the way precedents are presented and used within the Law profession.
This type of signiﬁcant innovation in practices across ﬁelds ismore likely when
the core practices of a discipline are concerned. An important case in point is that of
Design Abduction, and the corresponding practices of problem framing in design.Abduction and Framing in Design
To sketch the context for this development: over the last 50 years, knowledge of
the human capacity for problem solving has broadened from a narrow concen-
tration on the individual4 to the study of collective problem-solving processes in
organizations.5 And in the last 20 years, the rise of the networked society has
sparked interest in collective problem solving that takes place outside the conﬁnes
of a single organization, in networks of stakeholders that can be spread
throughout society.6 The need to address such open, complex, dynamic and
networked problems in society has led to a keen interest in how expert designers
approach problems.7 As it happens, expert design practitioners have developed
unique practices and strategies to deal with open, complex, dynamic and
networked problems, for use originally within the conﬁnes of the design disci-
plines. The reason they have done so lies in the central challenge of design, which
is design abduction: how to think from consequences (e.g., a need to be addressed,
or a value to be attained) back to causes (the designed objects, systems, services)
and working principles (the way things work, as well as the way they need to be
used/enacted to achieve functionality).8she ji The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation Issue No.1, Autumn 2015
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32, no. 6 (November 2011): 573.In design abduction, the starting point is that we only know about the
nature of the outcome and the desired value we want to achieve. So, the chal-
lenge is to ﬁgure out “what” to create, while there is no known or chosen “how,”
that we can trust to lead to the desired outcome. Thus, we have to create or
choose both a “what,” and a “how”—as these are quite dependent on one
another, they should be developed in parallel. This double creative leap requires
designers to devise proposals for both the “what” and the “how,” and test them
in conjunction.9 An example can help to clarify this: say that the outcome we
want to achieve can be deﬁned as an energy rush when coming to work in the
morning. In design abduction, we only know the goal (quick rush of energy
before work) but would not how to achieve it. Hence, if we propose that a cup of
coffee (the “how”) will fulﬁll the need, we would still need to create a design for
a machine to make the coffee (the “what”), and then judge whether this would
do the trick (Is it quick enough? Is it economical? Is it environmentally sus-
tainable?). If none of the coffee machines we can think of will satisfy the criteria,
we might need to go back to the drawing board, and start considering other
ways of creating the energy rush. The choice to use a chemical stimulus
(caffeine) as a way to feel energized is the frame, the initial approach to the
problem. But this problem might be reframed by proposing that there are also
social ways of being energized (an inspiring conversation); or by delving deeper,
and saying that what we are really looking for is not so much the energy rush,
but a level of concentration— in which case, meditation would be a way to
achieve the clarity of mind that is otherwise achieved by drinking coffee…(and
it is much better for you). I call the act of proposing such a hypothetical way of
looking at the problem “framing.” Framing is the key to design abduction. This
is because the most logical way to approach a design problem is to work
backward, as it were: starting from the only “known” in the equation, the
desired value, and then adopting or developing a frame that is new to the
problem situation.10 Earlier empirical research into design practices has shown
that designers indeed spend a lot of time reasoning from desired outcomes via
frames to possible design solutions, and go back again to reframing the problem
when they suspect that the design solution is inadequate.11 This reasoning
pattern leads to the oft-observed phenomenon of designers ‘playing around’
with ideas, tossing up possibilities (proposals) for frames, working mechanisms,
and solutions in what may look like a childishly playful trial-and-error process.
Yet this is serious work: in doing so, design practitioners try out and think
through many possibilities, building up intuition about what frames might
work in the problematic situation before they pursue one in greater depth.
Accordingly, in expert design practice, the design problem is not ﬁxed before
the search begins for a satisfactory solution concept. Expert design is more a
matter of developing and reﬁning both the formulation of a problem and ideas for
a solution in concert, in a process called “co-evolution.”12 An “idea” occurs when a
bridge is built between the problem space and the solution space by the identiﬁ-
cation of a key concept. Therefore, expert design practices have as much to do with
reformulating the problem as with the generation of suitable solutions. The pos-
sibility of developing problem situations radically shifts the scope of design prac-
tices: even the desired outcome can mutate with the adoption of a new frame,
enabling designers much more freedom to step away from the initial paradoxical
problem deﬁnition.13 This comes from the realization that a paradox is completely
contradictory only in a certain, predeﬁned context.
As Caroline Whitbeck has observed, designers can do something different
here. In her book Ethics in Engineering Practice and Research, Caroline Whitbeck re-
marks, “The initial assumption (within moral philosophy) that a conﬂict isFrame Creation and Design in the Expanded Field 25
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26irresolvable is misguided, because it defeats any attempt to do what design engi-
neers often do so well, namely, to satisfy potentially conﬂicting considerations
simultaneously.”14Frame Creation
Thus, design contains a process of thinking around the paradox rather than
confronting it head-on. The solution is not within the core paradox itself (which is
stuck in closed deﬁnitions), but in the broad area of contextual values and themes
surrounding the paradox. The richer and more complex the context, the more
chance that fruitful avenues to move forward can be found. So when creating a
frame, that is, a novel standpoint from which a problem can be solved, design
practitioners broaden the “system border” and then concentrate on understanding
what is at play in this broader problem arena. They use the richness of the artiﬁ-
cially broadened context to understand the deeper issues and needs that are at play
in the problem situation. As we will see in the example below, it is this subtle
understanding of the underlying dynamics of a problem situation that enables
them to create new approaches to the original problem.
Organizations from the public and private sector alike are realizing that the
open, complex, dynamic, and networked problem situations that characterize our
modern world require framing to make them amenable to solution. This explains
their acute interest in the very sophisticated framing practices of expert designers.
These practices can play an invaluable, even crucial role in organizational problem
solving.
A new approach to a problem is thus called a “frame,” and the key design
practice I focus on in this paper is called “Frame Creation.”15 The core frame cre-
ation model centers upon a 9-step process that addresses open, complex, dynamic
and networked problems by creating a new, broader context for the problem, and
then concentrating on the emergence of underlying “Themes” that lead to the
creation of “Frames” for action.
Archeology
Analyzing the history of the problem owner & the initial problem formulation
;
Paradox
Analyzing the problem situation: what makes this hard?
;
Context
Analyzing the inner circle of stakeholders
;
Field
Exploring the broader ﬁeld
;
Themes
Investigating the themes that emerge in the broader ﬁeld
;
Frames
Identifying patterns between themes to create frames
;
Futures
Exploring the possible outcomes and value propositions for the various
stakeholders
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Investigating changes in stakeholders’ strategies and practices required for
implementation
;
Integration
Drawing lessons from the new approach & identify new opportunities within the
network
The key principle of frame creation lies in its approach to a problem situation.
The problem and its formulation have their roots in a speciﬁc context that needs to
be critically appraised and altered before the problem itself can be attacked, so that
we can move beyond the simpliﬁcations and frames that underlie conventional
problem solving. Within frame creation, such assumptions are questioned, and the
problem solver is invited to embrace the complexity of the situation by expanding
the problem-solving arena to understand the needs and values located in the
broader ﬁeld. This then allows him/her to ponder the possibilities for action that
have been sparked by the emergence of common themes. Central to the Frame
Creation model is the ﬁfth step, where a phenomenological analysis of the values
held by stakeholders in the broader societal ﬁeld leads to the identiﬁcation of
common themes that underlie the problem situation.16 New approaches to the
problem situation can then be created through a subtle process of inference: once
commonalities in themes have been identiﬁed, comparisons can be drawn, often
through metaphor, to situations outside of the problem domain in which these
themes are realized. These situations then provide new points of reference
(“frames”) to solving the problem at hand. The ﬁrst four steps lay the groundwork;
the last steps explore the implications of the potential frames and proposed so-
lution directions for the stakeholders.
A brief example should help to explain the workings of this frame creation
process:17Fram“The A9 highway around Amsterdam is one of the busiest roads in the Netherlands.
Commuters use it daily, to travel to and from the satellite cities. To improve accessibility
and air quality, and reduce sound levels around one of the bottlenecks of the road, a new
tunnel will be built that can take up to 130,000 cars per day. A new park will be made on
the roof of the tunnel. The construction work is expected to take about 5 years, and these
works will heavily impact the environment: not only the adjoining residential neigh-
borhoods, the Bijlmer (a multicultural district of 80,000 people from 186 nationalities)
and Gaasperdam, but also the large concentration of ofﬁce buildings (multinational
headquarters), the VU University Medical Centre and the Ajax Amsterdam Arena further
along the ring road.
This is a tightrope-job for the ‘Stakeholder-manager’, whose task it is to communicate
the program to those impacted and to handle complaints. The context inwhich they have to
operate is one of hard facts and ﬁgures: building a new road takes place in a world of strict
planning and tight control, complex process diagrams and tough budgets. Communica-
tion with external stakeholders is professionally handled through extensive consultation
processes in order to prevent costly delays. Any delay translates in higher costs, and the
simmering public perception of these projects is that they cost too much money.
André Schaminée (consultant at Twynstra Gudde, and a person with a
deep knowledge of infrastructural projects who is also familiar with design)
suggested investigating the relationship between the construction works and the
surroundings in a designerly way, through frame creation. He teamed up with
Vera Winthagen (Van Berlo design/ TU Eindhoven) and Tabo Goudswaard
(social designer). Together they facilitated a process in which the Department of
Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat), the municipality ofe Creation and Design in the Expanded Field 27
28 sheAmsterdam and the construction company each contributed. The process unfolded as
follows:Archeology
All highly professional infrastructure engineering organizations (‘planning & control’)
;
Paradox
The need to maintain a positive public image despite the impact of the works - while
not delaying them
;
Context
The inner circle of stakeholders: Department of Public Works and Water Management,
construction companies, local councils
;
Field
The various groups of people in the Bijlmer and Gaasperdam, the ofﬁce workers and
commuters, their families
;
Themes
Talent development, employment, (semi-legal) entrepreneurship, care for the future/
next generation, health
;
Frames
The building works can be seen as a ‘temporary economy’, leading to an acceptance of
the workers as temporary inhabitants to be supported by services that could then
become permanent Seeing the construction site as a dynamic stage set
;
Futures
Mapping the existing food offerings in the area, creating bespoke food stalls, setting
up childcare services, introducing new courses at the local vocational training
center, setting up local ﬁrms to deal with the waste materials of the building
works, etc.
;
Transformation
Support bottom-up initiatives by the local community (instead of ‘planning & control’)
;
Integration
Lessons: how to foster new opportunities that arise for all parties when a big building
project comes to a neighborhood, and how a temporary situation can be used to
experiment with the permanent inhabitation of the space once the works
have ﬁnished.Some highlights that most clearly demonstrate the nature of the Frame Creation
approach: after going through the ﬁrst four steps of the process by mapping the problem,
its existing context, and the broader ﬁeld, the researchers spent time in the multicultural
Bijlmer and Gaasperdam areas, to glean which underlying Themes were important in the
lives and minds of the people, municipality, and companies there. This was a very rich
process, and many fruitful Themes were identiﬁed, leading to frames and solution di-
rections. Just to take one as an example: the researchers discovered that there were many
exceptional small entrepreneurs in the area, but that a good many of themwere semi-legal,
and one had to be part of the community to ﬁnd them. Many conversations in the Bijlmer
revolved around jobs, how hard it was to hire real talent, what successful entrepreneurshipji The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation Issue No.1, Autumn 2015
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Framentails and what conditions one needs to develop a business freely. This theme led to the
development of a new frame that captured the needs of both the people and organizations
in the area: what if you could see the building of the tunnel as a new ‘temporary economy’?
What new connections could we make then? Both the municipality and the Department
reacted enthusiastically. The project has been successful in inﬂuencing ‘stakeholder-man-
agers’ to look at the area with an open mind, and see many new possibilities; the mu-
nicipality and Department now have a better relationship, the construction company is on
board, and together they are developing a common language for the project.
The framing of ﬁve years’ construction work as a time for experimentation and
renewal really strikes a chord with the local community. Welcoming the workers as
temporary inhabitants of the area and supporting them with small-scale entrepreneurial
activity that springs up around the works ( food stalls, childcare, repair services, etc.) will
be a great way to prototype the facilities that might eventually populate the park that is
to cover the tunnel. The big shift for the Department of Public Works and Water Man-
agement, the municipality and the construction company will be to relax some of their
‘planning and control’ paradigm, and discover the local community as a source of
innovation.”case studies.Please note that while this is an example of strategic thinking, it is not the
traditional strategy-formulation process that a business school would teach: the
frame creation approach, as all of design, remains ﬁrmly grounded on content,
and is always situated. The properties and requirements of the content in the
problem situation shape the activities, not the other way around.
This example is just one of over 140 experimental Frame Creation projects
executed within the Design Innovation research center and Designing Out Crime
research centers at UTS18 and TU Eindhoven, in close collaboration with public-
and private-sector organizations and international academic partners (The Hague
University, Hong Kong Polytechnic, University of the Arts London).19 Project issues
ranged from planning problems related to a new light rail link, to violence in
entertainment districts, the integration of mentally handicapped people in soci-
ety,20 a new value proposition for clothing retail, counter-terrorism measures, the
growing issues of loneliness in our societies, and the deep and complex problems
of social housing.21 Through these experiments, my colleagues and I have estab-
lished the kinds of problems to which frame creation, as a design-based approach
to problem solving, can be fruitfully applied, what the parameters are for its suc-
cessful application, and how partner organizations can be helped to successfully
adopt Frame Creation as part of their problem-solving repertoire (and in the
example above: how the “stakeholder-managers” might effectively become de-
signers). The success of these projects and programs demonstrates how a core
design practice can be transplanted and adopted far beyond the remit of the design
disciplines.Still Design?
This is an exciting development, as it helps designers extend their scope, and move
beyond the conﬁnes of their parent design disciplines. Yet experience has shown
that often design practitioners seem to cling to aspects of the design professions
that paradoxically limit their contribution to frame creation-type processes. For
example, designers can display an over-eagerness to deﬁne the nature of the so-
lution early on in the process, thereby limiting the frames considered. Frame
Creation is purely problem-focused, which means that at the beginning of the
process, the nature of the outcome is unknown (it could be an organization, a
process, a series of workshops). This is clearly a problem for people trained ine Creation and Design in the Expanded Field 29
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30design disciplines that are deﬁned and named by the nature of their outcomes
(“products,” “graphic design,” “fashion”). Also, the normal orientation of design as
a service to industry is under threat, as within frame creation there often is more
than one client—actually a network of interested parties that has come together
around a problem. This makes it very difﬁcult to deﬁne “the client” and “the
project” early on in these processes. And frame creation requires a deep, personal
interaction with the problem ﬁeld: the propensity in conventional modernist
design to work based on assumptions about the outside world (by remaining in the
white space of the studio or relying on research sources) severely hampers access to
depth in the understanding of the core Themes underlying a problem. And then
there is a certain designer’s arrogance where it comes to wanting to dominate the
creative dimension of the project, which often does not help when the challenge in
frame creation lies in listening to each stakeholder and patiently, painstakingly
building up support for the new approach and solution directions in the network.
The bleakest scenario would be that while design is moving into the wide
world, designers are left behind. Luckily this is not completely true: there is a new
generation of designers that are breaking the mold, for instance social designers
are leaving the safety of the studio and the classic modernist role and embedding
themselves in companies and neighborhoods. Design is beginning to develop in
exciting new ways that look vastly different.22 As always, new development is
accompanied by a countermovement of practitioners that do hold on to the design
professions as we once knew them. Many design schools ﬁnd themselves at a
crossroads—while they still focus on nurturing Cross’ basic “design abilities” in
the undergrad curriculum,23 they are struggling to build up postgraduate offerings
that break away from some of the limiting assumptions that have crept into the
design professions.The Expanded Field
How can we productively think about these developments, make sense of
them, and shape them? This is more or less the same question that Rosalind
Krauss tried to answer in her seminal paper on the revolutionary developments
in sculpture, “Sculpture in the expanded ﬁeld.”24 At that time, modern sculp-
tures had left behind their monumental value—left the pedestal—and moved
far beyond the usual materials (from bronze and stone to butter), shapes (from
the human ﬁgure to radical abstraction), even giving up on their sense of
permanency (throw-away materials, performances) and object orientation (land
art). In short, sculpture had become a conceptual ﬁeld, and this sparked an
acute sense of crisis among artists and art schools. Threatened professionals
were even falling back to the lame position that one can only be called a
“sculptor” if one had been trained as such in an established art school
(alas—we now sometimes hear the same in design).
In her essay, Krauss attempted to describe these radical steps away from
traditional sculpture as part of a logical development, as a dialectic of sculpture
against its deﬁning characteristics. She successfully showed that at its core,
modern sculpture was still dealing with the deeper issues of sculpture (place,
materiality, relating three-dimensionally). The fact that these new objects and ex-
periences were part of that discussion qualiﬁed them as “sculpture” in an
expanded meaning of that term.25
Contemporary developments in design can be described and understood in
much the same way. Like sculpture, the professional ﬁeld that we so easily label
“design” is full of fundamental contradictions and deep inner tensions that
continuously feed discussion in the ﬁeld. To name a few: (1) design objectives andshe ji The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation Issue No.1, Autumn 2015
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DAB DOCS, 2007), 7.designers’ motivations can range from the ﬁnancial to the social (commercial
success versus common good); (2) The role and position of the designer can be as
autonomous creator, or in service to the client (creation versus problem solving);
(3) The drive of the designer can be idealistic, or it can be more down to earth
(utopism versus pragmatics); (4) The resulting design can be a “thing,” but also an
experience, a service, or a piece of learning (materiality versus immateriality of
outcome); (5) The basis for the process of designing can be intuitive, or based on
knowledge and research (art school versus academic design). These are just some
examples of the inner tensions in design; there are many more. The historic
development of the design disciplines can be traced along these lines of ten-
sion—with designers in different environments and at various times changing
position relative to these paradoxes, but never resolving them. These paradoxes are
an inherent and inescapable part of the professional landscape designers are living
in. The personal choices that designers make about where they place themselves
on these sliding scales are part of the continuous discussion in the ﬁeld. Ultimately,
the real strength and coherence of design as a ﬁeld of professions comes from
recognizing these contradictions. More than a common set of skills,26 it is these
inner contradictions in design that deﬁne its culture, its mentality—dealing with
these incongruities is what binds designers most.
An example of design that deals with these paradoxes may clarify the point.
The Bauhaus can be seen as a place where some of these contradictions were
almost temporarily resolved. At that rare moment in time, developments in Art &
Industry seemed to align, converging around the creation of more abstract forms
and a rejection of ornamentation in favor of more geometric shapes that were—
quite conveniently for industry—also simpler and cheaper to produce. This
wonderful alignment served to elevate the designer as a professional, by closely
associating the ﬁeld with the ability to serve both of these masters. It all came
together, at least in retrospect we can say it did; although the diversity in the
output of Bauhaus projects really denies that, and we know that at the time, the
school was riddled with conﬂicts.27 The beauty of this integration is alluring, and in
our design schools, we are still copying part of Itten’s Vorkurs and other teach-
ings28 to get closer to the glow of this Golden Age. But this is an exercise in futility:
both Art and Industry have moved on, and it is hard to see how such alignment
could be re-created in our modern world. It is impossible to translate the Bauhaus
to this age, although the question “what would the Bauhaus look like now?” is of
course very relevant.
The question of what is best practice for a design school has been unanswer-
able for at least twenty years—not because of weakness or a loss of coherence in
design, but because design itself has become an expanded ﬁeld. The key point here
is protecting the rigor and coherence of the discussion within this expanded ﬁeld:
if one chooses to dispel a new development or adaptation of design from the dis-
cussion, that creates an offshoot (rather than expanding the ﬁeld). Diversiﬁcation
without discussion is just scattering.Concluding Remarks: Designers in the Expanded Field
A beautiful contemporary example of a designer rattling the cage of her design
profession from within is the renowned textile designer Cecilia Heffer. She care-
fully explores the boundaries of her chosen medium (Lace) in a designerly way, by
using elements of its deﬁnition as variables to create contemporary varieties—
always radically changing some variables, but never too many.29 Thus, she is not
just borrowing particular qualities of lace for use in another context (e.g., making a
graphic pattern into a print) but exploring how the concept of Lace itself can beFrame Creation and Design in the Expanded Field 31
32expanded.30 Through these explorations, she has discovered new connections to
other ﬁelds within and beyond the designing disciplines.
In the same vein, Frame Creation can be seen as an expansion of the design
ﬁeld. After all, it is squarely based upon design practices, and its model is more a
new coherence between well-known elements in design than an invention whose
practice moves away from design. As a body of work, Frame Creation is based on
design practices, but has moved these into a different context, creating value in
arenas where design has hitherto enjoyed little currency. It has shown the
remarkable strength of these design practices, and now that it has proven itself as a
newmodel for problem solving, it serves as a conduit for connecting to other ﬁelds
like philosophy (phenomenology), psychology, cultural studies, business (Innova-
tion management, organizational studies) that can then start to inﬂuence the
discussions around design. It has already led to new insights into the qualities of
design practices, and the relationships between them. Yet Frame Creation is still
part and parcel of the design ﬁeld, as it is anchored in the same paradoxes and
inner contradictions that were described above as the core of the design discussion.
The impact of design in the expanded sense of the word can be measured by
the impact of design-trained people, and the people that are touched and inﬂu-
enced by them. They are contributing to the innovative edge of many organizations
and professions. Some may just be using small parts of their design upbringing in
their careers; others take whole swathes of design skills, knowledge and practices
and reconﬁgure them to suit their challenges. In the highway-planning example,
we saw how a complex set of design practices around frame creation is adapted to a
new domain, and then implemented by the organizations involved. This is done in
a way that cannot be put down to just the opportunistic application of some design
techniques: high-level practices, skills and the very mentality of design have been
transposed into this new context. These new developments open up the design
discussion, and challenge us to think about which practices might inform the
creation of design-type management, or design-type social work; or consider what
would be the designerly way to carry out policy development—which brings up
the question: what IS the design approach to being the mayor of a very big city,
exactly?
An extreme example is the aforementioned Bachelor of Creative Intelligence
and Innovation. This degree program is built on the systematic swap of deeper
practices between disciplines from 24 degrees right across the university. As often
when deeper practices are involved, the inﬂuence works both ways; the double
degree signiﬁcantly inﬂuences and enriches the teaching of practices of the core
degrees, and it adapts the proﬁle of the students to mirror the multidisciplinary
and complex nature of the problems they are going to face upon graduation. At the
basis of this degree lie design practices—where design is adopted and adapted as a
basis for networked problem solving and complex transdisciplinary collaboration.
While one can dismiss this as development so far aﬁeld from conventional design
practice as to be insigniﬁcant, I would argue that it is possibly close to future design
practices and a whole new role for design.
But as previously noted, multifaceted professional ﬁelds like design are held
together by a commondiscussion, and the challenge for design is to keep redeﬁning
and broadening the discussion to include these new developments. Otherwise it
loses out, bymisunderstanding or ignoring its own offspring. Design schools should
take pains to include the in-depth practices of “ex-designers,” showing the roles
these people play within and outside of design. If the schools do not show how
design is expanding, they are doing a real disservice to their students…to be blunt:
they would be ignoring the developing careers of their graduates.she ji The Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation Issue No.1, Autumn 2015
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Epilogue: There is a Baby in the Bathwater
One small remark needs to be added: the “design thinking” movement that
has taken the business schools by storm in the last 10 years can easily be
dismissed as superﬁcial and opportunistic. And sure, a lot of the design
thinking courses out there do not go further than the promotion of some
shallow design skills and creativity techniques—great feel-good factor, but very
little substance. That part of “design thinking” will indeed be a passing fad.
But what this obscures is the real, in-depth processes that this paper has tried
to sketch: design holds incredibly valuable sets of practices that are more
relevant than ever. Rather than saying that “design thinking is dead” and
throwing it out,31 we need to engage with these developments, go back to ﬁrst
principles, and create coherent practices that do make sense outside of the
conﬁnes of the traditional design disciplines. Our limits in this are determined
by our ability to expand the discussion, question established ways of working,
and create new coherent sets of practices from the rich repertoire that the
design disciplines have given us. Frame creation is just one example of how
design can expand and ﬂourish.Acknowledgments
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